A comparison of measured Stokes parameters and atomic collision parameters (P lin , γ, L ⊥ , P + ) is made for the excitation and de-excitation of the 3S-3P and 4S-3P transitions of Na respectively, for electrons with incident energies of 22, 30 and 50 eV. These parameters are obtained from 'time-inverse' experiments in which electrons are either superelastically (3P-3S) or inelastically (3P-4S) scattered from the laser prepared 3P state. The data are compared with calculations from a convergent close coupling (CCC) model and a second-order distorted wave Born (DWB2) model. Both models demonstrate very good agreement for 3S-3P transitions. For the 4S-3P transitions, the DWB2 is in better accord with experiment than the CCC for the P lin parameter, the CCC is in excellent agreement with experiment for γ and L ⊥ , and neither is in accord with experiment for P + .
Introduction
Experimental methods in electron scattering enable measurements of comprehensive sets of observables, called alignment and orientation parameters or, alternatively, atomic collision parameters (ACPs), which reveal information about the scattering amplitudes and their relative phases. In this respect, ACP measurements complement excitation differential cross-section (DCS) measurements and allow more comprehensive tests of different theoretical models. Electron scattering from laser excited and prepared atoms is proving to be a fruitful method for extracting information on the electron-atom collision process. Data collection is much faster than conventional electron-atom coincidence techniques and there is the added advantage that the atom can be prepared in a definite state. The narrow bandwidth of the laser radiation enables isotope selection in many cases. The pioneering work in this field was due to Hertel's group Stoll 1977, Hermann and Hertel 1982a, b) following the development of theoretical formalisms by Macek and Hertel (1974) . In these experiments, ACPs for electron excitation of the 3S-3P transition of sodium were determined by measuring, as a function of laser polarization, the differential scattering rate of electrons which gained the transition energy following collision with atoms in the 3P level. These scattered electrons are known as superelastically scattered electrons. The deduction of ACPs for electron excitation from a superelastic scattering experiment is possible since the de-excitation process can be regarded as the time-inverse of the excitation process via quantum micro-reversibility. Further investigations of this transition have been performed using unpolarized electrons (Scholten et al 1988 , Teubner et al 1990 , Farrell et al 1989 , Sang et al 1994 and polarized electron beams (Hanne et al 1982 , McClelland et al 1985 , 1986a , b, 1987 , 1989 , Hedgemann et al 1991 , Scholten et al 1991 . ACPs for ground to excited state transitions in other alkali metals, Li (Karaganov et al 1996 , K (Stockman et al 1998) and Rb (Hall et al 1999) , as well as for other targets including Ba (Register et al 1978 , Zetner et al 1993 , Li and Zetner 1994b , Cr (Hanne et al 1993) , Yb (Li and Zetner 1994a) and Ca (Law and Teubner 1995) were measured using this method. This substantial body of experimental data has stimulated the development of sophisticated theoretical models with very close agreement between theory and experiment being attained for the lighter alkalis in particular.
In contrast, fewer investigations have been devoted to electron-impact excitation of transitions between excited atomic states. Models for electron-impact excitation, developed for atoms initially in the strongly bound ground state, may not be applicable for transitions between excited states that are less bound to the atomic core. Electron excitation involving excited states plays an important role in electrical discharges, astrophysics and in many branches of plasma physics, and so the study of these processes is of relevance in a number of different fields.
ACPs have been measured for electron impact excitation of transitions between a laserexcited P state and an excited D state in both Na (Shurgalin et al 1998a) and Ba Zetner 1995, 1996) . In each case, the measurements were interpreted in terms of the time-inverse process of de-excitation (for Na) or excitation (for Ba) from an isotropic D state to the P state. For a P state to D state transition, this experimental method is not able to produce a complete set of spin unresolved ACPs.
Recently, the first atomic collision parameters for elastic electron scattering from a laser excited state were measured (Trajmar et al 1998) . While a complete set of parameters was not obtained for scattering from the 138 Ba(. . . 6s6p 1 P 1 ) state, the measurements and calculations indicate that alignment and orientation of the atom can be achieved in such an elastic interaction.
For electron excitation from an S to a P state, four ACPs are required (Andersen et al 1988) : the angular momentum transferred to an atom perpendicular to the scattering plane L ⊥ , the degree of anisotropy of the atomic charge cloud P lin , the atomic charge cloud alignment angle γ and the degree of polarization P + . Of particular interest is the behaviour of the L ⊥ parameter as a function of scattering angle. This parameter has been studied in detail to gain insights into the angular momentum transfer process in the electron-atom collision (Hermann and Hertel 1980 , Andersen et al 1984 , Madison et al 1986 . An interesting analysis of general trends in the behaviour of this parameter was performed by Madison and Winters (1981) . They expressed L ⊥ in terms of a Born series expansion for the transition matrix up to the second-order term. An analysis of the contributions of various terms at different scattering angles revealed that for a ground S state to excited P state transition, L ⊥ should be positive at small scattering angles and negative at larger angles. Such a qualitative behaviour for L ⊥ was verified for sodium by rigorous calculations using convergent close coupling (CCC) (Bray 1994) and second-order distorted wave Born (DWB2) models (Bubelev et al 1996) and by experimental measurements (Scholten et al 1991) . It was then proposed that if the charge of the projectile particle was positive, that is, for positron scattering, L ⊥ would be negative at all scattering angles. Further, based on this Born series expression for this parameter, Andersen and Hertel (1986) suggested that a reversal of energy transfer for electron scattering should have a similar effect on its behaviour. Thus L ⊥ was predicted to be negative at all scattering angles for electron impact de-excitation from an S to P state. However, at the same time, a warning argument was presented, that from the simplified analysis of the Born expansion series, no a priori prediction of the sign of the L ⊥ parameter could be made for large scattering angles (Madison and Winters 1981) .
The first attempt to obtain ACPs for transitions between excited S and P states was performed by Hermann et al (1977) for sodium atoms. In this experiment, alignment parameters were measured for the electron-impact induced transition between the 3P and 4S states of sodium at 6, 10 and 20 eV incident electron energy. No measurements of the L ⊥ parameter were reported and the data were obtained only for one or two scattering angles within the range from 5-10
• , therefore not allowing comprehensive comparisons to be made with the case of excitation involving the ground state of sodium.
A technique similar to superelastic scattering can be used to measure ACPs for transitions between excited atomic P and S states. The difference is that the inelastically scattered electrons inducing P to S state transitions are detected. These experiments, performed in the 'timeinverse' geometry, allow information to be obtained about the electron-impact de-excitation from an S to a P state. A theory detailing these measurements which exploits the principle of micro-reversibility has already been presented (Shurgalin et al 1998a) .
Recently, the first measurement of a complete set of spin-averaged ACPs for electron de-excitation of the sodium 4S-3P transition for an incident electron energy of 22 eV were reported (Shurgalin et al 1998b) . In this work, the behaviour of all four parameters for the 4S-3P transition were compared with that of the corresponding parameters for the 3S-3P excitation and it was found that the predicted behaviour of L ⊥ was observed for small scattering angles only. The measurements were compared with CCC (Bray 1994) and DWB2 (Madison et al 1991 (Madison et al , 1992 calculations and various levels of agreement were obtained. In particular, the CCC model provided very good agreement with the measured L ⊥ data for the 4S-3P transition.
In this paper these measurements for the electron-impact induced 4S-3P transition for sodium are extended to higher incident electron energies. Stokes parameter measurements are also reported at each energy. The measured data are compared with CCC and DWB2 theoretical calculations. Sodium represents an excellent case study for the effects that a larger size of atomic charge cloud has on the scattering process, since the 4S state of sodium is energetically more than halfway between the ground 3S state and the ionisation threshold and is much less bound to the atomic core than the ground state. The 4S state is the next excited state above the 3P state and is well separated from all other excited states, the closest 3D state being approximately 440 meV away.
Investigation of the 4S-3P transition in sodium also allows exploration of the differences between electron-impact excitation and de-excitation, when the same angular momentum transfer to the target atom is involved. In both electron-impact induced 3S-3P and 4S-3P transitions, angular momentum is transferred from the projectile electron to the target atom. However, in the first case, the atom gains energy while in the second case it loses energy. Comparison of these two transitions therefore indicate how different ACPs depend on the sense of the energy transfer and test the speculations for the L ⊥ parameter discussed above.
Electron excitation of the sodium 3S-3P transition has been extensively investigated both experimentally and theoretically. However, to make direct comparisons that are not influenced by any possible differences in experimental conditions, measurements for the 3S-3P transition were performed in this work at the same time as the 4S-3P measurements using the same apparatus, both sets of data being presented for comparison.
Details of the measurement theory are presented in section 2, while a description of the experiment used to record the Stokes parameters and extract the ACPs is given in section 3. Finally, section 4 presents the results which are discussed.
Measurement theory
For light atoms such as sodium, the total spin of the projectile plus target atom electron is conserved during the collision. When spin is conserved, an electron-impact induced transition from an S to P atomic state can be described by the following equation (Blum 1981) :
where ρ
mn is the density matrix describing the electron-impact induced P state, W S is the transition probability for a particular total spin channel, T S→P S,m0 are transition operator matrix elements or scattering amplitudes for a spin channel S and the density matrix of the initial S state ρ S(e) 00 is normalized to unity. The 'time-inverse' transition from an optically prepared P state to S state can be described by a similar equation (Shurgalin et al 1998a) :
mn is the density matrix describing the optically prepared P state and T P→S S,0m and T P→S S,0n
are the P to S state transition operator matrix elements for a spin channel S. Due to the principle of micro-reversibility, the transition matrix elements for the S to P and the 'time-inverse' P to S processes are related to each other in the following way:
Equations (1)- (3) yield:
where ρ S(e) 00 represents the density matrix element of either the ground 3S state or excited 4S state in the case of the sodium atom. ρ
00 gives the differential cross-section for the electron-impact induced P to S transition. Using normalization of the ρ P(e) nm and ρ
mn matrices, the partial differential cross-section S for a particular ρ
Equation (5) expresses the measurement principle used in this work. Using different laser polarizations, the target atoms are optically prepared in the 3P state with a known ρ
mn . The count rate of electrons, scattered from the optically prepared 3P state in the time-inverse geometry either superelastically when studying the 3S-3P transition or inelastically when studying the 4S-3P transition, determines the partial differential cross-section, S. Hence by measuring the count rate of scattered electrons as a function of laser polarization, the ρ P(e) nm matrix elements and consequently the associated ACPs can be deduced using equation (5). To eliminate the dependence of S on absolute quantities such as the target atomic density, incident electron beam current and electron analyser efficiency, the partial differential cross-section S is measured in terms of relative pseudo-Stokes parameters (Farrell et al 1991) . Figure 1 shows the 'time-inverse' geometry used in these measurements. Laser radiation tuned to excite the 3P 3/2 state of sodium is incident perpendicular to the scattering plane defined by the incident and scattered electron directions. The pseudo-Stokes parameters are defined as follows: where S ϕ (θ) is the count rate of electrons scattered from the target atoms excited with linearly polarized laser light with polarization at angle ϕ to the direction of the scattered electron θ , and S RHC (θ ) and S LHC (θ) are, respectively, the count rates of electrons scattered from the target atoms excited with right-hand and left-hand circularly polarized laser light. Equation (5) is first expressed in a frame relating to the laser excitation and the density matrix in this frame and is then rotated to the natural frame so that the appropriate elements of ρ P(e) nm can be extracted (Farrell et al 1991) . The following expressions represent the relationships between the pseudo-Stokes parameters, non-zero density matrix elements of the electronimpact excited P state from an S state and the ACPs describing the S state to P state transition:
where K and K are the optical pumping parameters accounting for the influence of the hyperfine interactions during laser excitation for circular and linear polarizations, respectively. In addition to the standard ACPs as given in equation (7), the reduced Stokes parameters are often used for comparison with theoretical calculations since they relate directly to the experimental measurements. The reduced Stokes parameters are related to the measured pseudo-Stokes parameters via the optical pumping parameters in the following way:
An accurate knowledge of the optical pumping parameters is essential for correct determination of the ACPs. The optical pumping parameters were calculated using a full QED description of the laser excitation process under different pumping conditions, and are predicted to be K = −0.99 and K = 0.36 for the experimental conditions used in this work. The value of the K parameter, which is found to be sensitive to changes in laser frequency and intensity, were verified experimentally by measuring the fluorescence line polarization (Meng et al 1992) . Although the fluorescence line polarization method enables direct measurement of the K factor, an accurate value of K for the scattering experiment is obtained only if the detected fluorescence emanates from the scattering region. This condition is rather difficult to achieve in practice. An alternative method to obtain this parameter is to measure a fourth pseudo-Stokes parameter in coplanar geometry. In this geometry, the laser beam is propagated in the scattering plane and the fourth pseudo-Stokes parameter is defined as
where S( ) and S(⊥) are the count rates of electrons scattered from the target atoms excited with the linearly polarized laser light parallel and perpendicular to the scattering plane respectively. The P S 4 parameter can be related to the density matrix element ρ P(e) 00 in the following way:
If the total spin is conserved during the collision, the density matrix element ρ
00 is zero (Andersen et al 1988) and the K parameter can be expressed as a function of P 
Determination of the K parameter from the measured pseudo-Stokes parameters ensures that the optical pumping is for the target atoms located in the scattering region and therefore can yield more accurate values for the ACPs. However, a disadvantage is that weaker scattering signals with associated larger uncertainties are obtained and the K value is deduced from three measured quantities, whose individual uncertainties contribute to the overall K parameter uncertainty. Nevertheless, measurements of P 
Experiment
A brief description of the experiment and procedure is given in this section. The geometry of the experiment is shown in figure 1 and details of the apparatus are given in Shurgalin et al (1998a) .
The atomic oven and electron spectrometer were contained in an evacuated stainless steel chamber in which magnetic fields were reduced to less than 0.8 µT in any direction by three mutually orthogonal Helmholtz coils and µ-metal lining. The oven was of a standard heated crucible design which, in conjunction with a collimator, produced a beam of sodium atoms with a Doppler width of approximately 100 MHz. The electron spectrometer consisted of a gun incorporating a hemispherical energy selector and a hemispherical electron energy analyser. The incident beam current was about 150 nA at 30 eV and the system resolution was approximately 140 meV FWHM. The angular resolution of the spectrometer was estimated to be less than 5
• . The electron energy was calibrated using known resonances for electronimpact excitation of metastable 2 3 S and 2 1 S helium atoms in the range 20-24 eV (Buckman et al 1983) .
The laser radiation for optical excitation of sodium was injected into the interaction region perpendicular to the direction of the atomic beam to minimize effects of the transverse velocity profile of the atoms. The light was provided by two actively stabilized CW dye lasers (Spectra Physics 380D) pumped by an Ar + laser (Coherent Innova 420). The lasers were tuned so that excitation from both hyperfine ground states of the 3 2 S 1/2 level could be achieved simultaneously. Such an excitation scheme eliminates the loss of atoms to a non-coupled ground state and so maximizes the excited state population. During the experiment, the lasers were tuned by maximizing the fluorescence signal from the interaction region delivered to an external photomultiplier tube by an optical fibre. An electron energy spectrum is shown in figure 2 for 30 eV incident electron energy and a 6
• scattering angle. Inelastic scattering peaks (energy loss) can be seen to the right of the elastic peak. The 3P-4S peak is clearly resolved. To the left of the elastic peak is the superelastic 3P-3S transition (energy gain) obtained from laser excitation of the 3P level.
After the electron spectrometer and the lasers were optimized, the electron scattering angle was set by rotating a turntable under computer control via a stepper motor. Computer Scholten et al (1993) , Sang et al (1994) and Hermann et al (1977) are shown together with the present data and calculations.
controlled stepper motors were also used to adjust the polarization of the laser light. A quarter-wave retarder produced circularly polarized light of the required handedness for the P S 3 measurements. Following each P S 3 measurement, a second quarter-wave retarder was inserted and set to produce linear polarization for the determination of P S 1 and P S 2 . After each pseudo-Stokes parameter measurement, a flag was activated to block the laser beams so that background counts could be recorded for each retarder setting. For P S 4 measurements, the collinear propagating laser beams were repositioned so as to be injected into the interaction region in the scattering plane. This was achieved by passing the laser light through a small aperture in the outer hemisphere of the electron gun. The same polarizing optics were used as for the perpendicular case. 
Results and discussion
Measurements of the pseudo-Stokes parameters (equation (6)) were performed for the 3P-3S transition at incident electron energies of 19.9, 27.9 and 47.9 eV and at energies of 23.1, 31.1 and 51.1 eV for the 3P-4S transition. These energies correspond to incident electron energies of 22, 30 and 50 eV for both the 3S-3P excitation and 4S-3P de-excitation processes. To establish the K parameter, P S 4 was also measured for both 3S-3P and 4S-3P transitions at 30 eV incident electron energy. Figure 3 presents the resulting K parameter for different scattering angles, calculated from measured pseudo-Stokes parameters for 3S-3P and 4S-3P transitions compared with the value obtained from the line polarization. Experimental uncertainties are one standard deviation. At all measured scattering angles the K parameter deduced from scattering measurements is consistent with the K values from theoretical and fluorescence line polarization measurements, the latter two being in a very good agreement Sang et al (1994) are shown together with the present data and calculations.
with each other. Hence the value of 0.36 for K was adopted in the evaluation of the reduced Stokes parameters (equation (8)) and ACPs (equation (7)).
Figures 4-6 present the reduced Stokes parameters as functions of scattering angle for the 3S-3P and 4S-3P transitions for measurements at 22, 30 and 50 eV respectively. Experimental uncertainties are one standard deviation. These figures also show the results of the DWB2 (dashed curves) and CCC (solid curves) theoretical calculations together with other available experimental data from different groups.
The measured P 1 parameter behaviour is qualitatively similar for both the excitation 3S-3P and the de-excitation 4S-3P channels. At very small scattering angles P 1 rapidly decreases from unity at 0
• to negative values around −0.9 and then slowly increases with increasing angle. The scattering angle at which the minimum occurs decreases with increasing energy. This is also observed in similar features in the other reduced Stokes parameters. The CCC and DWB2 calculations are in good agreement with each other and with the experimental data for the 3S-3P transition at all three energies. However, for the 4S-3P transition, there is a significant difference between the DWB2 and CCC calculations. The CCC theory predicts P 1 to remain close to −1 in the range from below 10
• to just greater than 20
• . The DWB2, in contrast, predicts a substantial increase to about −0.2 in this range of angles. For all three energies, the experimental data indicate better agreement with the DWB2 calculation, although only the 30 eV measurements indicate any evidence of a maximum between 10-20
• . In contrast, the P 2 parameter for the 4S-3P de-excitation is seen to be very different to that for the 3S-3P excitation. For the 3S-3P transition, P 2 is essentially negative for all positive measured scattering angles at all energies, while it is positive at small positive scattering angles for the 4S-3P transition but then crosses through zero several times in the scattering angle range measured. Both the CCC and DWB2 calculations agree well with the experimental data for the 3S-3P transition. For the 4S-3P transition, the CCC calculation shows very good agreement with the measured data at all three energies, whereas the DWB2 theory is in less accord with measurement.
The situation with the P 3 measurements is essentially the same as for the P 2 parameter. The measured 3S-3P data agrees well with both theories while the 4S-3P data is in excellent agreement with the CCC calculations at all energies, disagreeing strongly with the DWB2 calculations. Since P 3 is directly related to L ⊥ , a detailed discussion of this parameter is deferred to a discussion of the ACPs.
It is worth reiterating at this point that the 3S-3P data reported in this work was collected at the same time as the 4S-3P data using the same apparatus. The 3S-3P data are in good agreement with previous measurements as shown on the relevant figures, and are in good agreement with both theoretical calculations. On the basis of these results a substantial degree of confidence can be assigned to the experimental 4S-3P data presented here.
The ACPs deduced from the Stokes parameters are shown in figures 7-9. At scattering angles less than 14
• for both transitions over all energies, the calculations for P lin yield good agreement with each other and with the measured data. At 22 eV, both theories predict higher values than those measured for 3S-3P transitions at the larger scattering angles, while the data tends to support the DWB2 calculation for the 4S-3P transition (although the experimental uncertainty is substantial). At 30 eV, P lin agrees better with the DWB2 calculations with the CCC values being higher for both transitions. In particular, the experimental data demonstrates evidence of the deep minimum predicted by the DWB2 theory for the 4S-3P transition at about 14
• . This agreement reflects that observed for the P 1 Stokes parameter corresponding to the same transition and same energy. This is to be expected as P 2 is nearly zero under these conditions and so P 1 dominates in the contribution to P lin . For the 3S-3P transition at 50 eV, both calculations agree well with each other and the experimental data, the only exception being at 26
• where the DWB2 value falls outside one standard deviation of the measured data. For the 4S-3P transition at the same energy, the large standard deviation in the data at 18 and 22
• make it difficult to draw any definite conclusions, although the data does tend to support the DWB2 calculation at the smaller angles in contrast to the CCC calculation.
The data shows excellent agreement with CCC calculations for both transitions over the three energies for the alignment angle γ . While the DWB2 model produces excellent agreement as well for the 3S-3P transition, it predicts an inflection for each energy in the 4S-3P transition not supported by the data or the CCC calculations. The inflection is a consequence of P 2 passing through zero at a minimum in P 1 which causes the parameter to be sensitive to the details of the calculation. Except for a small range of scattering angles about zero, the charge cloud is predominantly aligned perpendicular to the incident electron direction. The sign of γ changes between the two transitions. In the first Born approximation, γ represents the angle between the incident beam and momentum transfer directions. In this approximation, γ is negative for 3S-3P and positive for 4S-3P transitions as in the measurements reported here. In fact, plotting the first Born approximation shows very good agreement with the data (Shurgalin et al 1998b) indicating little variation of the charge cloud alignment from the momentum transfer direction at these energies and scattering angles. The behaviour of L ⊥ for the 4S-3P de-excitation is found to be different from L ⊥ for the 3S-3P excitation. For the 3S-3P transition, L ⊥ is positive for positive scattering angles and increases with scattering angle reaching a maximum just before the scattering angle limit of the measurements. This behaviour is in accord with the qualitative predictions developed for this parameter (Madison and Winter 1981) . Both the CCC and DWB2 calculations are in a good accord with the experimental measurements particularly at the two higher energies. In the case of the 4S-3P transition, the situation is quite different. For this transition, L ⊥ is negative at small positive scattering angles, passes through a minimum and then changes sign. The scattering angle at which the minimum occurs decreases as the incident electron energy increases. Such Figure 8 . (Contiuned) a behaviour for the 4S-3P transition is not predicted by the simplified qualitative arguments presented by Andersen and Hertel (1986) although at small scattering angles the sign of L ⊥ is indeed opposite to that for the 3S-3P transition. The CCC calculation for L ⊥ for the 4S-3P transition is in excellent agreement with experimental data while agreement with DWB2 calculations is poor, this theory predicting larger magnitudes at all scattering angles for each energy. In particular, the DWB2 model predicts almost complete orientation between 10-20
• for each energy for the 4S-3P transition. At these scattering angles, P lin passes through its minimum value as it must do to ensure that the total polarization P + remains bound within the range zero to unity. The fact that the DWB2 overestimates L ⊥ in this angular range implies that the minimum in P lin is too small. It is curious that the DWB2 calculation is in better agreement with the 3S-3P data than the 4S-3P for each incident electron energy. Since the energy transfer for the 4S-3P transition is smaller than for the 3S-3P transition, a perturbative theory might be expected to yield superior agreement for the 4S-3P transition in contrast to what is observed.
The P + parameter provides information about the significance of spin-exchange in electron-atom collisions. In the absence of any spin-exchange, the P + parameter is unity (Andersen et al 1988) . For 3S-3P transitions at both 22 and 30 eV, P + is nearly unity at small scattering angles and decreases slightly at the largest measured scattering angles, indicating the presence of spin-exchange effects. A small spin-exchange effect is predicted by the DWB2 Figure 9 . (Contiuned) model for these energies in contrast to the CCC calculation, but not to the extent of the measured data. On the other hand, both models and the data are essentially unity for the 3S-3P P + parameter at 50 eV. For 4S-3P transition, both theories predict P + to be unity at all the measured energies. In contrast, the data for each energy show significant deviation from unity for scattering angles greater than 10
• .
Conclusion
The experimental findings for the 4S-3P transition suggest that the electron-impact induced transitions between excited atomic states is more complex than excitation of similar transitions involving the ground state. The ACPs for the 4S-3P transition are found to be significantly different from those for the 3S-3P transition and appear to be more dependent on the scattering angle. Major differences are found for the P 2 and L ⊥ parameters. Clearly, any simplified arguments about the relation between the sense of energy transfer and the angular momentum transferred in the collision do not seem to provide, in general, a valid understanding of the collision event. Only at small scattering angles below 10-12
• is the sign of the angular momentum transfer reversed with a change from excitation (3S-3P) to de-excitation (4S-3P).
A notable difference is also found for the P + parameter. At all energies, P + is lower for the 4S-3P transition than for the 3S-3P transition, indicating that spin-exchange effects are more significant in the case of the 4S-3P transition. These findings may also indicate that the physically larger cloud size of the 4S excited state compared with the 3S state together with a correspondingly stronger exposure to the influence of the continuum may significantly affect the dynamics involved in the collision process. The CCC and DWB2 theoretical calculations, which are both successful in the case of 3S-3P transitions, seem to be in less accord with the experiment in the case of 4S-3P transitions. The differences between the CCC and DWB2 calculations for the 4S-3P transition are significant, showing that transitions between excited atomic states can provide an additional testing ground for these theoretical models. For the 4S-3P transition, the DWB2 is in better accord with experiment than the CCC for the P lin parameter, the CCC is in excellent agreement with experiment for γ and L ⊥ , and neither is in accord with experiment for P + . These results indicate that further investigations of excited state transitions may lead to new insights into the electron-atom scattering process.
